M A Partners has been helping
clients to grow their businesses
and achieve their ambitions
for over a century - and we’re
immensely proud of our history.
We are a forward-looking firm
with an emphasis on innovation,
new technology and finding
pioneering ways to give our
clients the best possible service.
Our Norfolk-based firm is led by
nine partners who are some of
the most high-profile and
well-respected experts in their
fields locally, supported by a
talented team of over ninety staff.
We have a well-earned
reputation for building excellent
relationships with clients and the
wider business community. That
has always been, and continues
to be, our number one priority.

M A Partners offers a broad range of services including
advice on specialist accounting systems, IT and practical
bookkeeping support to help your business run efficiently.
Our qualified team combines expert accountancy skills
with knowledge of the latest cloud and desktop accounting
systems. We can work closely with you to ensure that you are
maximising the use of technology and running cost-effective
accounting systems.
What M A Partners can do for you:
	
Help you choose the latest cloud and desktop
accounting systems for your business and provide
training, advice and support to make it work for you;
	
Provide regular or one-off support to help you manage
your accounting records;
Keep
	
an eye on your cloud accounting systems to make
sure your business records are in good shape;
	
Undertake systems reviews and recommend
improvements; and
	
Produce financial information, including management
accounts and forecasts to help you make informed
business decisions.

M A Partners has chosen to work with three leading accounting
software providers: Sage, Quickbooks and Xero. We are fully
accredited in each of these systems and can help you with set-up
and provide training.
We can provide you with accounting software and related
products, either in isolation or as part of a package, including
other services such as bookkeeping and VAT returns.
All of our team hold relevant accountancy qualifications and
between us have considerable business experience.
How can M A Partners help you?
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If you already have an accounting system, M A Partners
can carry out a “Health Check” to see if you are using it
effectively.
	
If you are thinking of changing your accounting system,
M A Partners can advise you on the most appropriate
solution.
	
M A Partners can provide an “outsourced Finance Director”
to help interpret your financial information and attend
regular meetings. Visits by members of our team can help
to maintain the quality of your accounting records. Such a
review can be especially helpful when VAT returns are due,
or prior to a year end.
	
M A Partners can assist with the preparation of financial
forecasts and planning your business strategy.
	
All your bookkeeping requirements can be outsourced to
M A Partners either as short term emergency cover, or
as a permanent solution, providing VAT compliance and
management accounts.

Contact our experts for a free consultation:
01603 227600
businessservices@mapartners.co.uk
Visit mapartners.co.uk to view our free video tutorials.
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